Abstract-It is a focus to obtain traffic information from mobile phone location data in recent years. Based on mobile phone handover location technology, and considering the characteristics of the handover location data and drawbacks of the existing map matching algorithms, a new algorithm of road matching based on Fuzzy Logic is proposed. The general principle of this method is to firstly find out the candidate roads considering the constraint of handover cells, and then use fuzzy logical and other constraints to narrow the range of candidate road, and finally obtained the optimal road by the judgment of membership function. At the last of this paper, real mobile phone handover location data, road network data and the base station data of Kunming, the capital city of Yunnan province of China, are used to test the performance of the algorithm, and the travel speed of an experiment road is calculated and the result is satisfactory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Obtaining traffic information from mobile phone location data is concerned by related research institutes in recent years owing to the fast data acquisition, low cost and high coverage of this technology [1, 2] . Both theoretical study and field test are carried out, and the result is different depend on the way of positioning and their method [3, 4] . Handover location technology is a location technology through testing mobile handover behavior [5] . And among a large number of Mobile phone location technology, mobile phone handover location is a kind of technology that don't need to get Mobile phones' exact location. Mobile phone handover location technology has an advantage that it is not necessary to change the existing communication network and users' mobile phone or to add other infrastructures to the road and software to the mobile phone [6] , so it is very suitable for developing countries which is rich in mobile phones and poor in infrastructures of traffic information collection. How to make this method easier is a question come to us, and many scholars have made some contribution to it. But few of them have studied the method of handover location. And how to extract useful traffic information from handover location data has become a difficult problem. Because, on the one hand, the current mobile phone handover location data generally has low accuracy, and on the other hand, there is a phenomenon of handover disturbance. Based on the mobile phone handover location technology, and combining with mobile Base Station data and urban road network data, this paper achieves a new map matching method of fuzzy logic, and estimates the travel speed of the experiment road trying to extract important traffic information from original data of the mobile phone handover. An experiment is performed using real handover location data in Kunming, and obtained good result.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, the principle of handover and some notion about handover is provided; Basic concept of fuzzy logic and recognition means of handover sequence are introduced in Section III; A road matching algorithm based on fuzzy logic is described in section IV including the difficulties about road matching and the new algorithm; Experiment based on real handover location data in Kunming, a central city in China, is performed to test the algorithm proposed above, and using the trace obtained from the matched road, the speed is calculated in section V; Conclusion and future work is demonstrated in the last section.
communication link between communicators. In the busy commercial district of urban area, Cells are very intensive. The cell area is complete covered by the signal of a base station and in some busy area some cells are covered by multi-signals to insure communication quality. Fig. 1 shows Base Station and Cells in the GSM.
In order to ensure the continuity of communication, when a person, who carried a mobile phone and is using it, moves from one cell to another, the signal of the mobile phone transforms from one wireless signal channel to another [8] . This phenomenon is called handover. Fig. 2 shows the process of handover. When a using mobile phone moves from one place to another (from basestation1 to basestation2 in the figure), the signal intensity received by the phone of a certain cell or a base station (basestation1 in the figure) drops slowly while the signal intensity of another cell or base station rises. And when the signal intensity of basestation2 is stronger than basestation1, the mobile phone will switch its channel to basestation2.
B. Acquisition of Handover Sequences
Handover sequence: When a person or vehicle carried with a mobile phone moves from one cell to another, the channel of the phone's signal will be switch from one to another at the boundary of the two adjacent Cells creating a handover pair. A handover pair involves two cells, for example, when the mobile phone moves from cell 1 to cell 2, the handover pair is (C1, C2); When the vehicle continuously across a series of Cells, it will produce a series of handover pairs, and the series of handover pairs is called handover sequences. Fig. 3 shows that when the user or vehicle moves along path A, a handover sequence is produce during the process of crossing the Cells: {(C34801, C30941), (C30941, C14302), (C14302, C7722), (C7722, C4603), (C4603, 4462), (C4462, C391)}, where C391 is the cell ID which unique represents the cell. This handover sequence is marked as HandoverA for the reason of expression.
Road segmentation: If each handover boundary, the common boundary of the adjacent cells, corresponded to each of the handover pair is regard as a line to divide roads contained by the two cells into segments, the road is correspondingly divided into segments based on handover line. As Fig. 4 shows, according to handover sequence HandoverA, the road A was division into several segments: { (A01, A02), (A02, A03), (A03, A04), (A04, A05), (A05, A06), (A06, A07), (A07, A08)}, where A01 and A02 are nodes of the divided segments, and (A01, A02) is a segment. In the picture, road A is divided into 7 segments.
When the user or vehicle carried a mobile phone that is using moves on the road, the corresponding handover sequences can be obtained at communication network layer of the communication network because the network system recorded this for the purpose of network optimization. In turn, each handover sequence produced in the communication network system layer corresponds to users' or vehicles' track in a certain period of time. So, we can deduce the actual trajectory of a mobile phone using the handover location data. 
III. FUZZY LOGIC
The Fuzzy Logic is a kind of judgment, reasoning of thinking that it imitates the brain of human [9] . As an extension of the case of multi-valued logic, valuations ( 0 :V W μ → ) of propositional variables ( 0 V ) into a set of membership degrees ( W ) can be thought of as membership functions mapping predicates into fuzzy sets (or more formally, into an ordered set of fuzzy pairs, called a fuzzy relation). With these valuations, many-valued logic can be extended to allow for fuzzy premises from which graded conclusions may be drawn at present [10] .
A. Fuzzy Set
A fuzzy set is a pair (U, A) where U is a set and 
A u = , and u is called fuzzy member
> is called the support of (U, A) and the set
= is called its kernel [11] .
B. Recognition Means
This paper used direct approaches of Fuzzy Logic to solve road matching problem. The direct approaches recognition objects of single domain of discuss field use maximum membership principles to make judgment [12] : Membership principle: Set
for 0 u U ∈ , if existing i to make:
, and 1, 2, ..., n u u u is waiting
IV. A ROAD MATCHING ALGORITHM BASED ON FUZZY LOGIC RECOGNITION
A road matching algorithm is proposed based on fuzzy logic recognition in this paper to serving the technology of obtaining traffic information from mobile phone location data. Basic principle of the algorithm is deducing mobile phone user's track though the handover sequences recorded in the communication network system. Through fuzzy logic identifying and matching the corresponding road, users' travel-related traffic information can be estimated further.
A. Difficulties in Road Matching and Solutions
Anchor points are key parameters of delimiting the range in selecting the candidate roads and of judging users' motion track in the existed road matching methods.
But anchor points information can't be obtained here because mobile phone handover location was a technology without prior obtaining position of mobile phone. Therefore, how to delimit the range in selecting the candidate roads and to judge users' track becomes a difficult problem.
Solutions: Handover occurs when the using vehicle-mounted mobile phone crosses the border of two adjacent Cells, so the traveled road is in the area of the two cells and through the common border. Then the two adjacent Cells can be regarded as the range of candidate roads, and candidate roads will be extracted according to whether it crosses the border. In addition, although mobile phone handover location technology can't be used to obtain exact track, mobile phone users' movement trend and the shortest distance between the two cells can be determined. So the problem of parameters missing caused by a lack of anchor point information can be solved.
Users' movement is the main reason for the handover in GSM network. But some other factors in the environment, such as waveguide effect, ping-pong effect, and multi-path effect, will cause various kinds of false handovers called handover disturbances. These will bring a lot of trouble in road matching.
Solution: Through observation we discovery that handover disturbances is short in duration, and abnormal handover caused by them does not have a large continuity. Most handover disturbances can be eliminated and the range of influence can be reduced largely through processing the mobile phone handover location data and reducing the range of road matching [13] . At the same time, the false matching will be eliminated in the subsequent calculation. So handover disturbances then can be solved.
Like the handover disturbances, road division according to the handover sequence cannot affect the following road matching because the wrong road matching is stopped in some segments in the corresponding cell area. At the same time, the false matching will be eliminated in the subsequent connectivity value calculation for the matched roads. So false matching may happen but do not accumulate the error.
B. Data Prepared
Some of users' mobile phone handover location data, base station data and road network data from Kunming, the capital city of Yunnan, China, are used as experiment data to test the performance of the algorithm proposed above.
The Base Stations' attribute information of GSM network mainly includes Cell_ID, Longitude and Latitude of the base station. Table I Create the base stations' service area, and here voronoi diagram is used to represent it because of its outstanding properties [14] . Fig. 5 shows the processed base station point layer and the corresponding service area which is also called cells. Experiment data come from mobile phones' handover location data, mainly including fields of Start_Time, Handover type (Type), Cell_ID. Table II shows part of mobile phone handover location data. If set W is not empty, make sure e whether candidate roads cross two consecutive borders or not, then extract candidate roads from set W, putting it into the set M i if the candidate road crosses two consecutive borders judged by the topology rules, and set M i represents the candidate roads of the i-th matching unit. Then extract H i+2 and H i+3 handovers for the next round of candidate road judgment for roads matching, and repeat this process until the user's all of handover sequence is judged.
If set W is empty, skip the handover pair and extract H i+1 and H i+2 handover for the next round of candidate roads judgment until all of the user's handover sequence are judged.
Compute the grade of membership of candidate roads in matching unit and put them in order:
(1) Extract eigenvalue Extract candidate roads of set M i (set M i represents the candidate roads of the i-th matching unit). Connect midpoints of the two common boundaries in the matching unit as baseline to compare with the segments cut by the two boundaries respectively and then compute the eigenvalues of candidate roads.
Connectivity regulation: Collect the current information and of the attribute data of the candidate roads, and judge whether the road is unblocked indicated with t Δ .
Minimum angle regulation: At first, take midpoint of the border D i as coordinates of origin point, according to handover sequence as direction trend and compute direction angle a of the baseline. Second, take midpoint of the contrast secti One of roads as coordinates of origin point, compute direction angle of the candidate road. Extract type information from candidate road, if the road is Special lanes or the opposite direction of one-way then compute the driving direction angle 1 b , if not compute two direction angle 1 b and 2 b .So it can be obtained from (1) and (2) 
Length approximate regulation: Compute the length of the baseline D and the candidate road d Δ . Equation (4) shows the method of calculation. are points' coordinates of one candidate road cut by the two boundaries.. According to the fuzzy logic theory, set domain set U = {grade of membership of the candidate road to the real trajectory}, and adopt three eigenvalues analyzed from the three regulations t
(2)Established membership functions Establish the membership function of eigenvalue based on judging factors. Set
as connectivity membership of candidate roads, membership function is described as equation (5):
( ) 1 road could be went through t 0 road couldn't be went through
Set ( ) A g Δ as membership of minimum angle between candidate road and the baseline, membership function is described as equation (6):
Set

( )
A d Δ as membership of length approximate between candidate road and the baseline (length approximate degree is measured by the difference of baseline and the candidate road), membership function is described as equation (7):
Effect of different factor is not the same, so give the three factors different weight (their weight is noted as i w (i=1, 2, 3)) as: 1 w =1, 2 w =0.6, 3 w =0.4 according to the important of the factor. So the comprehensive membership of candidate road is constructed as equation (8):
(3)Compute and order After the processes mentioned above, respectively membership U for each candidate road in set M i can be calculated (set M i represents the candidate roads of the i-th matching unit).Eliminate candidate road if U=0 while order the rest based on the grade of membership and put them into M i newly. Now, we got the whole candidate roads of the matching unit in set M i (set M i represents the candidate roads of the i-th matching unit).Set T as connection value of the candidate roads, then it is the sum membership of the whole candidate roads in individual matching unit. The biggest T of candidate roads is the final matched road.
Iterate the candidate roads of the matching unit of handover sequence, judge connectivity and compute T. Pick up the candidate roads from set M i and set M i+1 , and judge connectivity based on the road topological relationship, then merger them if candidate roads are the same or connected and add up the two grade s of membership, put the new road into set S and mark it. Newly mark the road and simply take it into set S if the road does not connect. If every road in set M i and set M i+1 is judged, then clear the set. Next, judge connectivity and compute T of the candidate roads based on the road topological relationship and extract them from set S and set M i+2 . Finally, compute connection value of the whole candidate roads of the handover sequence. Sort candidate roads based on T and take the top 3 roads. The biggest T of the candidate roads is the final matched road and the other two roads are the road of big probability Take the three roads and store them in set G as the reference roads that happened before of others handover data which is related to that handover sequence.
V. EXPERIMENT
Experiment is done using real user's mobile phones handover location data, Base Station data and road network data in Kunming to test the performance of our algorithm. The steps and results of the experiment are stated as follows. Each road's connectivity can be determined after candidate roads in every matching unit have been picked out and their connection value T have been calculated. The final match road is the one whose connection value is the largest. Fig. 9 shows the result. Finally matched road
D. Compute Travel Speed
According to characteristic of mobile phones handover location, this paper calculate the ratio of each segment's length of candidate road and time interval between the two consecutive handover, and regard the mean value of all the ratios as travel speed of the candidate road.
Practice detail: On the basis of above work, matched road will be cut into many segments by handover station referring to handover sequence. Then compute the length of each segment of road and the time intervals of each handovers couple. Utilizing both of them , calculate the travel speed of each segment, and then gain arithmetic mean value of travel speeds , that is the travel speed of the matched road. Handover sequence could be obtained by dealing of the data in table II and through the steps described above; the travel speed of the road can be estimated as shown in Table IV . The finally computed travel speed of the road is 41.46 (km/h).
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Collection of traffic information from mobile phone location technology has advantages in much low price and much easy operation. For this reason, the method of traffic information collection from mobile phone location data must have broad application prospects. This paper presents and discusses a new algorithm considering the characteristics of mobile phone handover location technology and drawbacks of the existing algorithms. Furthermore, based on the matched road, the travel speed
